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GSS allocates funds

Election winners...
Unofficially. John Gallant
is the new president of student government, T.J.
Ackermann is its new vice
president.
With 985 students voting,
Gallant and Ackermann
captured 752 votes — 76 percent of the student vote.
Royce Albert and Clyde
Armstrong_ received 223
me pima
T.J. Ackermann and Joke winners of Taesday's GSS
Gallant are Ike unofficial elections.
Ackermann.
"It shows that our experience and our name have
been judged as being in good
character," Gallant said.
Ackermann said he is
"thrilled, excited and anxious to start work" and that
the margin of victory shows
that students want strong
leadership.
"Students want someone
who's been involved and

isn't afraid to speak out and
to show strength," he said.
Gallant said one of the
first items on his agenda is to
"shake up SLS (Student
Legal Services) a bit."
Ackermann said he and
Gallant will hire a "real
lawyer" for SLS.
We don't have any good
_ . bee ELECTIONS page II)

I

Woodbury to request payback

I
i

government should be proud to
have."
Off-campus senator John
Dcarden argued that the
The General Student Senate
amount was too much.
allocated more than S17.000 in
"I'm urging senators not to
its Tuesday night meeting.
vote yes on this," he said.
All allocations were in the
form of resolutions. One of the "They should raise money
elsewhere."
more active debates centered on
After some discussion in
a resolution that would give
$17,430 to the Association of defense of the resolution, Scott
met with Dave Dreher, vice
Student and Administrative
president for financial affairs,
Publications.
Mike Scott, head of ASAP, and amended the resolution to
read—ay lesser allocation of
.argueethat the money-would
$8,476.
be toed
_ for_ the
_
purchase of a_
The imeniet would cover
processor,
computer.-publishing costs, and to help costs for a weekly calendar that
is r-vs,i-ce-4 —v:1'4 by
clear up ASAP's accouht
P
and
the $4,000 debt owed by
student government.
ASAP to student government,
ASAP is a student-run
Scott agreed to raise the
organizations that provide stumoney for the computer and
dent organizations with access
processing equipment from
to desktop publishing equipment to produce flyers, outside sources.
The resolution passed
newsletters, or any distributable
overwhelmingly.
information.
The Soviet Pairing Program
"We provide state-of-the-art
was granted $4,150 to codesktop publishing," he said.
sponsor the weicoming banquet
--We provide sottware, equipfor the Kharkov State Univerment, and the expertise. It is a
valuable resource that student
(see GSS page 11)
by Jonathan Bach
Staff Writer

by Jonathan Bach
Staff Writer

ID he bid for the seats for _
Residents al Campus:list
decision was a little closer.
Dwight Dorsc.y and Jodie
Mahon are the victors *ith
479 votes comparing to 156
votes for Gar) At w(xxi and
Jessie Feldman.
Gallant said he is "psyched", but wasn't totally comfortable throughout the
race.
"To tell you the truth. I
was nervous," he said.
Gallant said the margin of
victory indicated student
confidence is him sod

oo. 21

AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — University of
Maine System officials said Tuesday they will ask
lawmakers to restore some $20 million pared by
Gov. John R. McKernan from the trustees'
S45-million request for additional funding OVir
i•v0 yews. .
Lauding McKerrian and the Legislature for
their support of the system in recent years,
Chancellor Robert Woodbury said university officials will continue to press for more when the
Appropriations Commetee takes up its budget
review in earnest.
"We will make the full- case for what we
thought was needed," Woodbury said following his upbeat address to a joint convention of
House and Senate members at the State House.
Echoing Woodbury's pledge was the vice
chairman of the trustees. David Flanagan, who
serves as chairman of the board's Finance
Committee.
"We would not be fulfilling our obligation"
to do less, Flanagan said in a separate interview.
Earlier, Woodbury cited geographic studies at
the Orono campus as one increasingly recognized specialty within the state college system and
told lawmakers the university's challenge is to
"k
---Trexcellent on our own terms."
"We must nurture throughout our enterprise
the aspiration that we can be first-rate on a national and international stage," Woodbury
said in a speech from the rostrum of the House
of Representatives.
Woodbury called for "a vigorous continuation

of the productive partnership between the state
and the university," saying that the system's
progress already had been lauded by the
American Association of State Colleges and
Universities.
IuIcrvate moray
ractskil, tit saki. ism Ling
that "in this we are not unrealistic."
"We know you have serious and compelling
issues of solid waste and tax reform and a dozen
others before you, but I submit that higher
education is not just another Clainuutttnithe
public purse.
"It is a foundation — a basic underpinning
— of everything else to which our state
aspires."-'
System trustees this year had asked for nearly
$45 million in additional funding over the next
biennium, which would bring the total budget
to more than $229 million for 1990-91.
The McKernan administration pared the $45
million request to $25 million, according to
gubernatorial aide Sawin Millen. Lawmakers
have yet to take up their appropriations review
in detail.
The chancellor's address came amid continuing controversy surrounding -the system'
flagship campus, the University at Maine is
Orono.
Just last week, in the wake of agate supreme
court rulinton a confidentiality cite. university
officials acknowledged that Peter °Mitt, the
school's former women's basketball coach, had
(see UMAIINE page 5)
•
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Emery denies
charge of murder
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP)
— The fourth juvenile arrested in Maine this year for
homicide denied the charges
Tuesday.
Trcy Emery, ; , :Vest
Enfield formally denied in
District Court he murdered
an 8-year-old girl who disappeared from a school
layground in the northern
Maine town last October,
authorities said.
Law enforcement officials
said the rash of arrests of
juveniles in homicide cases
over the past month and a
half was unusual and troubling, but they cautioned
against
drawing
any
conclusions.
Emery was released in the
-custody of his parents after
a juvenile hearing in Lincoln. The youth is accused of
killing Heather White,
whose body was found
beside the Penobscot River
near the school where she
had been playing when she
disappeared Oct. 1.
An affidavit from the
state Medical Examiner's

•

•

Office said Heather was
choked before she drowned
in the river, said state police
spokesman
Stephen
McCausland.
J'''ige S..an Caulk:as
ordered that &wry report to
a juvenile case worker in person every Monday and by
phone Tuesday through Friday. McCausland said
Emery will be allowed to attend school, but must not
have contact with potential
witnesses or leave Penobscot
or Piscataquis counties.
State Law provides that
youths cannot be detained if
they have a suitable home
environment,
officials
noted.
The latest in a rash of arrests of juveniles in homicide
cases propted Maine Attorney General James E.
Tinanesin vow to prosecute
the cases "to the fullest extent of the law, whether the
defendants are tried as
juveniles or youths."
"We must be more effective in dealing with troubled
(see EMERY page 4)
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News Briefs
Delta 2 tocket makes smooth Liftoff
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.(AP)
— An advanced navigation satellite
was launched yesterday aboard the
Air Force's new Delta 2 rocket, a
128-foot-tall booster developed after
the Challenger explosion to carry
vital military payloads.
The three-stage rocket roared off
its launch pad on schedule at 1:30
p.m. and etched a fiery path in a clear
blue sky as it rose toward space.
The vehicle P•mr.s very.
smooth," It. Col. Ron Rand. the

111111M01
It's
the story ,
of a man,
a woman,
and a rabbit
in a trlangliof trouble.

Air Force launch commentator,
reported as the first stage burned out
and the second ignited high above the
Atlantic Ocean.
Officials expected to know within an hour after liftoff if the satellite
_
was in orbit.
The launch was postponed Sunday
"-utcs before the planned
jug 13 liftoff after balloon data showed that
winds several miles above the launch
pad were toil strong for the rocket to
pass through safely

Force-feeder sentenced 12 years

v-P--„--1", Please tome!
*DATE Wed. Feb. 15 &
Thurs. Feb. 16
PLACE 101 Neville

TIME 7 & 9_m_A9vAist
ADMISSION nada

Baker to sell controversial holdings

ROC

ROME(AP) — Secretars of State
James A. Baker III announced Tuesday that he is selling his controversial holdings in a New York bank and
all f•th...r publicly traded stocks that
have been held in a blind trust.
Baker announced the decision
through a spokeswoman while on a
tour of Western European capitals.
His wife Susan is disposing of her
stock as well. The trust, set up when
Went to sat-dual the White
House in 1981 as former President
Reagan's chief of staff, also will sell
publicly traded stock held by their
daughter, Mary Bonner Baker.
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The Dingo Guides are a stall of well-trailed
student volunteers who 000ductcawslin= illi
thousands of visitors vrho caste through the AilSbsiouis-,
Office eads year.

- a good knowledge of the University and its
resources
excellent communications skills
- advanced class standing (Sophomore - Senior)
an enthusiasm for sharing their positive feelings
about the University of Maine with prospective
students and their families
lowiesowst Whtie IN* Tow Coe &FIR
pm we tie opportook to arm qisismaintkoraviWant* aisis as woII as motif taw Wow* fal
tocoossfil poo‘o.' -Tour Guide Bill Lathrop
Mr

If you are interested pick up an application at the
admissions front desk in Chadbourne Hall. Applications
are due WILD. MS.IS AT 41001Pli

"While I belicse this decision goes
well beyond what is required or has
been recommended, I think it is the
correct decision for someone committed in meeting the highest ethical
standards," Baker's statement said.
Spokeswoman Margaret Tutwiler
said Baker made the decision in Loa- •
don on Saturday after consulting:
with his lawyers.
Baker's latest financial disclosure
form, filed with the Office
Government Ethics. puts a value of
more than 3250,000 on the assets held
in the secretary's qualified blind
trust.

NBC to cover unsolved Maine case
•

The applicant should possess:

SALEM, Va. (AP) — A woman
most of her life expectancy.
was sentenced today to 12 years in
"Maybe we Ought to feed her 36
prison for force-feeding her adopted spoons of salt and see how she likes
:4-year-old daughter a fatal dose of it, Burkart said, noting that that
salt as punishment for stealing sugar. amount of salt would be an
Beth Michelle Riggs. 36, wept as equivalent dose for an adult.
Roanoke County Circuit Judge Ken."But we can't do that. Everybody
neth Trabue imposed the sentence on _ on,earth would come forward and
her second-degree murder conviction say that's cruel and unusual,"
in the May salt poisoning death of Burkart said.
Heather Riggs.
—
DefelitirAttOttley James Swanson
asked for a Orison sentence of 12
years tote suspended after six years.
Commonwealth's attorney Skip
He said the case didn't call for the
Burkart had asked for the maximum
maximum beuluse Mrs. Riggs never
sentence of 20 years. saying Mrs.
Riggs had deprived her daughter of intended to kill her daughter.

PORTLAND, Maine—WMSixteen-year-old Joyce Mclaine had
her skull crushed 8-1/2 years ago in
the northern Maine mill town of East
Millinocket, and while the murder remains unsolved, authorities say the
case is not as mysterious as some
believe.
"Tht_purzk's all there and probably put together. With the right
piece of information, this case would
go," said Maine State Police
Detective Ron Graves, who has
worked on the case from the start.
Investigators may get some help
following Wednesday night's episode

of NBC'S"11Eved-Mysteries'gr
- ogram. The show's producers agreed
to feature the murder after receiving
petitions carrying thousands of
signatures gathered by McLain's
family and friends, SCOW of whom
are unhappy with the progress of the
police investigation.
McLain disappear.aa Aug. 8,
1980, while jogging near Schenck
High School.
She was found, her head smashed
by a rock and some of her clothes
missing, two days later by a family
friend who was searching for her.

investigation
LEWISTON, Maine (AP) — Investigators may find they are unable
to determine the cause of a spectacular fire that razed a half a city
block in the downtown section,
destroying seven buildings, an official
said Tuesday.
"There was so much involved and
so little left," said Deputy Fire
Chief Robert Laplante, explaining
that investigators were retying heavily

on interviews with tenants others Who
may have been near the fire scene.
Laplante said the blaze may have
started in the cellar of one col the
buildings. He said the investigation
could go on for weeks.
No serious injuries were reported
in the fire, which broke out before
dawn, Monday. The flames raced out
of control for more than three hours.
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False alarms boost dorm damage costs
by Jaime Osgood
Staff Writer

0

.••••

Residential Life officials say false fire
alarms account for a big part of dorm
damage MU paid‘
by students at the
University -a Maine.
Specific figures won't be available until spring billing, but assistant directors
for each of the three campus complexes
say bills for false alarms are some of the
most expensive dorm damages.
Andy Matthews, assistant director of
Residential Life for South Campus, said
each time a false alarm occurs, it costs
students in a dorm about $150.
"That covers the cost Of getting the
trucks and men to the scene," he said.
David Fielder, director of Environmental Safety at UMaine, said
there seems to be a pattern to the false
alarms, but he_ was reluctant to
elaborate.

"I deo% want to escalate the problem, besaid.
He did say, however, that smoke
detectors are also being destroyed.
"It isn't funny," he said. "That
equipment is there for their protection.
If someone thinks it's cute to damage a
fire alarm, he or she may want to think
about .the consequenses.
"A lot of people could be seriously injured," he said.
Other frequent targets of vandals are
dorm telephones, lounge furniture. and
window glass and screens, ResLife officials said.
*The phone repair is usually the most
expensive ot these damages, depending
on what has to be done.
Costs can range anywhere from $20
to $70, mope if the phone company
becomes involved, Matthews said.
But generally, he said, compared to
most urban universities, dorm damage

costs are low at UMaine.
doing its best to penalize those
Greg Stone, assistant ResLife direcresponsible.
tor for East Campus, said he thought
Barbara Smith, assistant ResLife
more damage occurs in co-ed dorms director for West Campus, agreed.
than in single sex dorms.
"It keeps people alert about how
"There is a wide disparity, but usually Serious the damage is getting, and it also
there are more people around and things --tkeeps people educated about where their
go at a faster pace M the co-ed
money goes," Smith said.
dorms," he Said
She said there seems to be less damage
Matthews said he thinks UMaine's
to a dorm when students feel good about
damage cost recovery program is fair to
where they live.
students.
"People feel much more terAfter damage is done in a residence
ritorial," she said. "They feel more
hall, campus and dorm officials try to
strongly about defending their dorm if
include students in the disciplinary
they are happy there."
process.
"Each dorm has a dorm damage
Stone said he agreed that student
board which is involved in determining
perceptions about the organization and
w here the damage is originating from
staff of a dorm make a big difference
and how to deal with it," he said.
in the amount of damage done.
Matthews said that by billing sections,
"If a dorm has some problems — if
floors or even the entire dorms where exit isn't a good situation — the damage
cessive damage occurs, the university is
will go up," he said.
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ROTC deserter to serve 4 years as enlisted man
CHICAGO(AP) — The U.S. Army
has ordered a college student, who set
off a nationwide search when he ran off
with his new wife to find "perfect
"- 4h—tiatva—lexu-paata--m--ho
enlisted man 10- radrattlieltOIC
scholarship.
Scott Swanson, 24,will be permitted
to rtotch coLlege deisiyin: his induction
to active duty until as late as May 1990,
officials said. Swanson is working as a
sales representative and continuing his
education at an unidentified college.
Swanson can appeal, and, if the Army approves, avoid service by paying
back the $14,673 ROTC scholarship in
a lump sum. "In most cases it is accepted." Capt. Charles R. Wade, an
ROTC spokesperson.
"I won't appeal," Swanson said
Monday. "I will enlist."
Swanson violated his ROTC contract
when he and his wife, Carolyn, 23,
disappeared April 2 before he had completed his military and academic obligations at Wheaton College, a private
Christian seb004. He had been scheduled to graduate last May.
Had Swanson completed the re-

quirements, he would have had to serve
four years as an officer.
The Swimsons were secretly married
a week before they disappeared. Their
ransacked car was found in a C)"
alley with the engine running.leading to
fears of foul play.
The couple turned up unhorsed-My27 in San Diego: where they said t
had been living under assumed names,
pursuing "perfect love."
Maj. Gen. Robert B. Wagner, the national ROTC commander, issued a
statement Monday saying he had determined that Swanson willfully evaded the
terms of his ROTC scholarship and is
disenrolled from the Army ROTC
program.
"He is directed to serve oirkctive du—S to
ty as an enlisted man tor tour year
satisfy the ROTC contractual agreement," he said.
In August, Swanson, who lives with
his wife in west suburban Napervilk,
asked a military review board to recommend that he become commissioned as
an Army officer.
But after an administrative hearing at
Ford Sheridan, the board recommend-

ed that Swanson be kicked out of the
service and his ROTC scholarship
terminated.
Swanson said he wrote Wagner in
Novembersaying that while he wanted
his officer's commission, he would

Give yourself
a hand
against
breast
cancer r

equally welcome entering the Army as
an enlisted man.
In the letter, Swanson expressed
regret for his actions, saying he had
"made a mistake" and wished to deal with it "in an upright manner."
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An education for those who can'tlook the other way.

_ To qi_elify for Warrmt Officer
Flight Training, you'll need a
— high school diploma, and pref-era*-two-Years of college.
Then you must complete Army
13asic Training before going to
flight school. When you've

Id
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completed flight training, you

I.

Call(617)4.37-2706 or write
If you gain sausfacuon
tu us at 106 Dockser Hall,
from reaching out and
Northeastern University,
helping others,Northeastvas'University kasampecial--Boston.MA 02114:
place for you.At BostonMaster eflielesee
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•Counseling Psychology
you can learn to assist
,• Exercise Sciences
others realize their nall
• Human Resource
potential
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•Speech-Language Pathology
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could have the wings of an
Army aviator.
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Remaining Soviet soldiers leave Kabul
KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) —
Military transport planes carried the last
Soviet soldiers home from Kabul on
Tuesday, a Red Army officer,said, leaving a conscript Afghan army to defend
the capital alone for the first time in nine
years.
A few young Afghan soldiers, outside
the airport gates, watched the Soviet
soldiers board the planes in gray dress
uniforms and fur hats.
Moslem guerrillas, who began
fighting after a conununist coup in 1978,
have surrounded and blockaded the
cold, hungry city for months.
They fired five rockets into Kabui on
Tuesday, the day before the deadline for
Soviet withdrawal. One killed four
children and an old man lioed up in the
snow for bread, the state radio reported.
Two landed at the airport in the first
such attack on the facility in more than
a month. They struck near a runway,
but Soviet soldiers still at the airport said
no one was injured.
Poland closed its Kabul embassy
Tuesday and evacuated the few remaining dpolomats, as Hungary had done
last week.
Western nations, including the United
States. cicised their legations earlier. The
Soviets are keeping their embassy open
but the staff has been reduced from
more than 300 to about 100. _A council called by guerrilla leaders
to choose an interim Moslem government for Afghanistan convened Friday
in Pakistan, but deteriorated into
arguments between moderates and fundamentalists, including how to divide
representation between the Sunni
Moslem majority_ and the Shiite
minority.

II

Insurgents claim the , government of
President Najib will fall soon after the
Soviets are gone. The interim government would arrange elections and administer the country until they were
held.
Soviet soldiers entered Afghanistan in
December 1979 and an estimated
115,000 were in the country when the
withdrawal began May 15, 1988, under
a U.N.-mediated agreement. Wednesday is the deadline for all to be gone.
In Moscow, Foreign Ministry
spokesman Vadim Perfilev said the
Soviet pullout was exactly on schedule
and the last soviet soldier would be out
- of Afghan territory by the deadline.
"As ot Feb. 15, not a single Soviet
solder will be on Afghan territory,"
Perfilev said.
The last Red Army troops to leave
Kabul had been stationed at the airport,
protecting an emergency Soviet airlift of
food and fuel that began last month.
Soviet officers have said it would bring
in 12,000 tons of food in the first half
of February before stopping because of
the withdrawal.
Aftef =inning their posts part of the
day Tuesday, the Red Army troopers
changed from filthy green duty
uniforms to dress grays and filed into
four huge Ilyushin 76 transports. About
80 men were seen boarding.
Lt. col. Pyotr Sardarchuk, commander of the airport detail, was asked
the exact number in the group and said
only "all those who are left." He
shook the hands of the journalists watching and said "Goodbye."
Soviet diplomats said several thousand other soldiers were approaching
the soviet boarder from elswehere in
Afghanistan.

Since the second stage of the
withdrawal began in Jaunary, more than
45,090 soldiers have left, the official
\
Soviet news agency Tess said.
by
troops,
led
of
contingent
The last
Lt.(cr. Boris Gromos, was expected to
cross the bridge linking the town of
Khairaton with the city of Termiz in the
Soiet Union just before noon Wednestime(4 a.m. EST), accorda
the Soviet newspaper Trud. ding
"Tomorrow, you will see departming_
one of the last columns of our military
contingent under the command of Hero

of the Soviet Union U. Gen. B.
Gromov." Trud said.
A formal departing ceremony was
held Monday, when 15 paratroopers
flew home. Another 450 soldiers left
Kabul quietly Sunday in a convoy that
set out on the Salang Highway during
a heavy snowstorm.
The other 20,000 troops once based
in and around the city started leaving
early in January, either by air or by road
the Salang, the„only route from
Kabul to the Soviet boarder 260 Miles
away .

'Emery

...one of the very finest guitar

ensembles in the world..."-

-Grampplione

(eostiaited from page I)

youths. We can and must do more to _-13v-died in his apartment.
prevent this kind of tragedy." Tierney
The state has decided to prosecute
said in a prepared statement.
James as a juvenile. He is being held at
State Public Safety Commissioner
the Maine Youth Center in South
John R. AtwOOd theknOwledied thatthe - Portland.
wave of arrests is "unusual" and "has
Prosecutors have not decided whether
not gone unnoticed here," but cau- to seek an aduh trial for 17-year-old
tioned against making any "rash
Scott Thompson, who is charged with
Judgements" about what ma) have stabbing his mother. Charlotte Edith
caused the sudden wave of cases. ----- - Thompson, 59, at their mobile home in
"We may be simply looking at a blip" Fast Winthrop on Jan. 30. Thompson
in statistics, said the commissioner, who
is also being held at the youth Center.
added that there is-lino- common
Also pending la a-decision -oil the
denominator to any of these" cases.
status of Scott A.-O'Donnell, 16, of
In the latest case, the attorn .
ewiston, who is charge with two counts
general's office is not expected to decide
of murder in elderly women's deaths in
for at least two-modui whether it will
1987.
prosecute Emery as an adult. In the
Josephine Nadeau, 83. of Lewiston.
meantime, the youth is to be evaluated
died of a heart attack in April 1967 after
to help make a determination.
she had been assaulted, authorities said.
-- In a case that has perhaps attracted
Germaine Archarnbeauh, 75, was found
the most widespread attention, 11-yeardead in her apartment on March 9,old Scott James is chargel with felony
1987. An autopsy revealed she had been N
murder in a New Years Eve fire in Bidstrangled.
deford in which Raymond R. Lauzon,
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in uentiallazz-plamst
•
'past 25 years .."
-NY Post
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AMSTERDAM
GUITAR TRIO
FRIDAY,FEBRUARY 17TH,8

SATURDAY,FEBRUARY 25,8:00 P.M.

Classical Guitar - among the most beautiful and
fascinating sounds in the world! The trio was formed
in 1978 and is now considered to be one of the most
important thamber music ensembles 41 Holland.
F.C. taut,
Pimpossa Peiniesy Mar Se.Peruzii Comaininam mem nem
Piokofiev Symphony No. 1 in D Moofre, AIWMz Almerm, Huntrakul
Cone/lions for three guitars, Meijering T

McCOY TYNER TRIO

Men end a lady

McCoy Tyner played piano with John Coltrane in
the 60 s. Now you can experience the power of his
piano in Maine's finest concert hall!
L\1 Students — Use your ID card to get

• tickets for eithertof these events!

FOR TICKETS&INFORMATION 5814755
ALL SEATS RESERVED.•CHARGE BY PHONE 6304:30 weekdar Box
Office window open 10-3 weekdays & 1 and 1/2 hours before curtain time

4111M
MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
University of Maine,Orono, Maine 04469
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UMaine dancers to compete in regional festival

al
Gen. B.

by Steve Milian°
Staff Writer

Her dance, titled "Tenderfoot,"
utilizes Otis Reading's "Try a Little
musical
for
A group of six dancers from the
Tenderness,"
University of Maine will travel to Keene, accompaniment.
N.H., this week to compete in the New
"I choreographed the dance all on my
England Col!ege Dance Festival.
own," Cochrane said. "I even picked
Dancers representing between 25 and
out the music."
50 colleges from across the region are
"I wanted to take a piece of my own
expected compete in the four-day event. (to the festival). I'm not expecting any
Each participating school "is allowmiracles, but there's always hope,
ed to take one teacherreographa—she said.
piece and one piece choreographed by
Cochrane said she began working on
a student," said Kandra Ayotte.
the piece in November and hopes that
Avotte, a junior arts numaaement
she will be able to use it when she aomajor, said UMaine dancers will perplies to graduate school.
form "Another Man Done and
"It is a test for myself," she said
Gone." a group piece choreographed
"The solo will be a new.experience and
by professional dancer John Evans, who
a test of my ability."
spent last semester at UMaine as a guest
The festival is part of a national dance
instructor,
competition in which performances are
In addition, Kara Cochrane, a senior
adjudicated and the top dancers
biology major, will perform a solo that
nominated for about 25 scholarships.
she has choreographed.
Scholarship recipients are chosen at
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the national level from those nominated
at the regional competitions, Ayette
said. "They have the opportunity to attend a summer dance program or study
with a professional dance company."
Judges for the competition include
professors, dance artists and critics,..
Ayotte said.
The top 10 or IS pieces of the festival
will also be chosen to appear in the conc1iming o.Ila p-erformsnce.
This is UMaine's third year of attendance at the festival but the first time
that the university has sent a group to
perform. The past two years, UMaine
sent only soloists
"We're getting more and more involved," Ayotte said. "Last .year I
went and took a solo piece. It's very
competitive."
Ayotte was nominated for a scholarship for her solo performance last year.
"(The group
going again with the

hopes of scholarships," Ayotte said.
She said she had been looking forward to this year's competitiatilltelancing in the group piece.
't.
Unfortunately, Ayotte reinjured her
foot while rehearsing for the competition and will miss the performance.
While Ayotte's injury is an inconvenience for the group,it bat not dampened its motivation to sikeeed.
"They had to r-•-horeogr•-•!: the who
thing," Ayotte said. "They've worked
hard, though, and !eftJamb."
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and a task force report complaining of
sexism at the school.
Despite negative publicity on each
case, state voters last fall approved a
$36.8-million systemwide borrowing
plan that had been put to referendum.
Woodbury did not refer directly to the
series of controversies in his prepared
address, choosing to focus on such successes as the role of the Orono campus
in a National Center for Geographic Information and Analysts-.Overall, throughout the multi-campus
network, he said, "the state of the

university system is good and getting
better." Woodbury, expressing satisfaction,
noted that systemwide enrollment increased by more than 7 percent last fall,
to 31,591 students, the highest ever.
He also made special mention of the
establishment of a long-sought college
presence for Lewiston-Auburn, calling
it a "tremendous success."
Faculty salaries have reached a level
"where we can begin to compete in the
national academic marketplace,"
Woodbury also said.

'Cs...NZ\

•••
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Moreover, the university is poised to
broaden its course offerings, via television,"to even the most remote areas of
our state," he said.
In an impromptu interview after his
address, Woodbury conceded that the
university had endured some "disturbing" publicity in recent months.
But he said the system's long-range
focus remained on the fundamentals of
"what universities deal with, which is
scholarship and learning and
teaching."N.
••••

•••••
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resigned last year after being accused by
a member of the team of harassment
In an apparent reference to news
coverage of the case, Woodbury told
lawmakers Tuesday that "it was fun to
wake up this morning and hear the news
and have the weather be the lead
story.
The Gavett case was only one of
several embarrassments for the Orono
school last year. Other widely publicized matters included hazing allegations.
the filing of a civil lawsuit charging a
longtime employee with embezzlement.
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lot of students complain about poor lighting ill
the University of Maine. but two students have
taken initiatives to conquer fear of the dark.
President of Residents on Campus Sheri Badger in
coordination with Jessie Feldman have started an escort
system where students don't have to fear walking from
one part of campus to another during the night.
This is a rare attempt on the part of students to
change the campus environment for the better.
The system operates from Sunday to Thursday evenings and relies on student volunteers. Badger and
Feldman have taken steps to ensure that escorts are
carefully screened and interviewed and have also had
the good sense to make sure esen the escort does not '
walk alone.
A student requesting an escort will be met by not one
but two escorts, one male and owe female. This
eliminates the possibilities that escorts will rape the-person being escorted and the chances that an escort will
be raped.
Badger said she has received overwhelming support
from fraternities and sororities and has received funding
from Residential Life for all the expenses for the project incurred thus far.
It looks'like all systems are go for the escort system
at the University of Maine thanks to a few students
who saw a need for some involvement and initiative.
The result will be helpful to students who fear the dark .
and the long walk across campus that often involves
walks through forest areas and bushes.
The Late Night Local will operate in placc of the
escort system on Friday and Saturday nights, but
Badger and Feldman are hoping student interest in the
program will be adequate enough to escntually cover
these nights as well as the rest of the week.
It's an effort rarely seen on campus lately, and the
forecast for the proeram looks pretty favorable. Badger
and Feldman have started a project that not only makes
the campus environment more comfortable, but makes
students want to be helpful to other students. For that,
we as a campus community owe them thanks.
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UMaine's ins and outs

To t
Times they are a' changin'
That's probably one of the
most overused expressions in
the world, but it's true.
Even on a somewhat isolated
setting Mke the University of
Maine,time affects everything.
Trends come and go like the
frequently,
tides. ,and
áew.p1 and magazines try
to capitalize on our changing
attitudes about things.
The primary vehicle for the
documentation of changing
times is the "in" and "out"
list. As a student at 1.1Mainr
--heres-hovvi-see-the-list:- - -
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IN

13-credit loads,
the flu
12:10 classes
apathy in Student Senate -living off campus
resignations of top UMainers
99-cent burgers
turning 21
-“Tadidence hall"
AIDS awareness
-"five-year" graduation plan
tax refunds
the hockey team
computers
skating
safe sex
mail from home
rnicrowaves
17the dorms
CD players
Margarita's on Friday nights
journalism majors from Vt.
But there is a darker flip side
to this rosy "in" list. The
"out" list includes trends that

I call friein as I see an', to
quote another cliche. There's
probably a lot of "in" and
"out" stuff I missed and
there's probably some things on
the list that are bed 'la"
again.
Some think it's shallow to
judge trends with comparative
lists. I think it's easier.

Jonathan Bach
mmminomIE11•1111MIEIMM.

have sunk deep into-the-basement of time.
These things have made their
mark on society and have left
a scar on our consciousness and
have now fella
"
. by the wayside:
21-credit loads
the common cold
8 a.m. classes
election campaigns
mandatory dorm meetings
honesty from top UMainers
cafeteria burgers
turning 23
snow
"dormitory"
--alcohol awareness
graduating early
tax exemptions
co-ed naked lacrosse
computer daises.
skiing
just say "no"
mail from the business office
hot pots
record players
Margarita's on Sundays
ELE majors from Conn.

I mean, you can carry a list
around in your pocket as if you
were going to the grocery store
for some things. A list has a
certain handy quality about it.
ttf-WitellUdI
term paper.
Another great thing about an
''in'' and "out"list is that people can discover what they missed or what they can throw out
without getting-wtird reaction
from their pews._
stiM usestheterm "dormitory',--y- can
look on the list 111111-1010Witil
now kosher to use "residence
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But students seem to be content with the time's
sion. They're still
still
enrolled at uhlaine;-for- the
most part, still coping with the
treacherous walks to classes,
and still trying to make it
through the four_(or five) most
importantless of their lives.
Jonathan Bach 15 glad to be
a journalism major from Vermont and hopes ELF majors
from Connecticut will be on the
"in" list real soon.
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One Lifecycle
at Lengyel
To the editor:
Have you been to the weight
room in Lengyel lately? Maybe
you haven't because WS in such
an inconvenient place these
days, but for those of us that do
venture out, there is a serious
problem with the equipment(or
should I say the lack of equipment?) Exercise bikes are in demand by the working (-out)
world and the UMaine weight
room has failed to supply us
with adequate bikes. There are
approximately six old, crumbling, seatless, shiftless bikes
along one wail and only one
Lifecycle along the opposite
wall. For anyone that uses a
stationary bike, you know that
the Lifecycle provides as IDteresting and challenging
wutkout, superior to that of the
older.bikes.
Every night I go to thecae

there are always at least six people who are in line to use this
single bike. Many of these people end up going borne or setiiing for a substitute workout.
(One of the decrepit bikes along
maybe.) ,s.nd
the othcr
don't think that this is fair. The
Maine wind' on
Utiveirsity
the surface seems to encourage
athletic accomplishments
(Football Weight Room.
Baseball Clubhouse) should
really make more of an effort
in encouraging the ordinary,
non-athlete to "get in
shape." This school needs at
least three more Lifecycles so
that everyone can have a chance
to workout on a good machine!
What do you say. President
Lick?!

Good
job

Treatstudentsaspeople
because of the nolllesnoe of this
school.
It seems funny that after my
On February 8,•19119 at 3:00
p.m. a college Freshman, Zuri 4:00 class that day the ice had
Ideota, was walking to a class been sanded down and roped
by Neville Hall. To his surprise, off. Better late than never,
oliA eh.,
14/.111 ...Is..
1- fell flat on his back etc:
slipping on the ice under the do now? It's pretty ludicrous
that only after Z.uri had hurt
Walkway.
In the process of falling and himself did the University protrying to catch himself, he ceed to do something about it.
broke not only his ankle but the Isn't the old cliche appropriate,
tibula and fibula bones in his "It's all fun and games until soleft leg as well. His friend with meone gets hurt?"
Well, Zuri has to spend at
him ran to get an ambulance
.and I stayed out of concern for least nine weeks._crutching
around campus. Thesame camhim and his leg.
Finally the police and am- pus which incidentally is always
bulance arrived. Each person -icy and shunt of any sort of
slide across the ice as they tried send/salt.
Then any student or staffperto get him off of the ground
and onto the stretcher which son may fall on another patch
was beside him. "Nice!" was -of ice which the university fails
- -zo get rid of - until someone
all I could think of. This poor:
safzeezing and hurt _gets hurt - again.
To the editor:

For the sake of all the
student,-beat the University
of Maine, I hope this school
takes note and begins to treat us
students as people instead of
just another number. I also feel
n...s.e
sure the ice on the sidewalk is
at least sanded regularly riot only when a person gets hurt!
Who is getting paid to take care
of the university grounds
anyway? The school - not
students!
Debbie Alessandro
Oxford Hall

The Daily Maine
Campus reserves the
right to edit letters
for taste, length. and
libel.

•

To the editor:
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glad to be
from Ver:£ majors
'I be on the

Last night I spoke with a
young man from UMaine who
was working on the phone-athon to obtain funding for the

adversity. I was very impressed with his politeness and professionalism, and was pleased
with his friendliness and enthusiasm in describing the new
(since I was at UMaine) arts
center and the program's.,offeted there. He made me realize
how much I miss UMaine: the
campus, friends, professors,
and i-A-suriesi, as well AS the
beautiful
surrounding
countryside.
I'm sorry I can't remember
this young man's name,
because I'd like to commend
him on the excellent job ht is
doing in speaking with alumni.
and also for the new sense of
pride in my alit% mister that he
instilled in me.
Susan Bradstreet-Oster
Class of 1981

When writing...
Please .try to keep
letters taltie editor
less than 300 words,
and guest columns
about 450 words.
-The Daily Maine Campus reserves the right
to edit letters and
columns for length,
taste, and libel.
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Columnist's "cheap shot"
nt
displeases Old-T-6*n studCs—
To the editor:
In sportswriting, one should
use praise in describing others'
athletic abilities. Obviously,
Mr. Bustard, "supposed" staff
writer, you did not.
Not only did you offend your
two subjects of topic in last Friday's (February 10) issue, but
alao their . immediate friends.
Need I say more, Dan? There
are many students who think
your article was the extreme
limit of a cheap shot.
. Welt, Dan, I also have been
thinking about your end of the
Spectrum; you know, the dregs
of our sportswriting society. In
my opinion, and that of many
others here at UMaine, you
deserve the "Tasteless Act of
All-Time Award."

Whether the article was writSince you delicately scratched
ten out of humor or not, you
the surface, and claim you are
have stirred up some
the superior specimen that you
anger. After reading your nodescribed yourself as, how
class epic, Sean Wasson confidabout accepting the challenge
ed in me that he thought that
of a one-on-one hoop game
you two were friends. I certainwith Scan himself? If you are
ly hope that you don't treat all —loan enough to accept, I'll leave
your friends with such sinceritY.
it up to him to decide the place
Last weekend, Sean and I
and time.
had a long discussion about
---Who knows, maybe we can
situation. Now I have but one
sell tickets and fill "The Pit",
statement to make out of pure
just to watch you become the
respect for him: At least he was
"World's Worst Basketball
man enough to refrain from
Player!"
treating you as you treated him.
So Dan, the next time you're
A friend of "The Goose,"
asked to put together an article
Jeff Whcelden
for our paper, why don't you
Old Town
seriously consider the effect
upon others and the harm you
might do to them.
Oh yeah, one more thing.

S.
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reports (about Sl_ti attorney Roberta Kuriloff)," Ackerrnann said.
Gallant also said he will pursue
rape and assault charges that have
been brought upon defendants but
have "disappeared" and have "not
been acted upon."
, In the ROC election, Dorsey and
'. Mahon are glad they won, but an
- also glad the election is over.
"It was tiring,- hc said. i ex- ,
pected a higher voter turnout, but
I'm glad it paid off."
.
, win
C
Mahon s- aid, "I'm I.
and have it over."
Dorsey and Mahon will now *or k
toward getting a New Bohemians
COocert scheduled at the University of
- Maine.
Mike Scott, chair of the Fair Elections Practices Committee stressed
that all results are unofficial and
absentee ballots have yet to. be
counted.
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sity student and faculty delegates,
meals for the Kharkov students and
their University of Maine hosts during a seven-day visit to the Orono
campus in April, arid for spending
money for soviet delegates because
they are unable to exchange rubles
(their national currency)for dollars
The UMaine Student Federal
Credit Union was granted S2,350 to
buy a new communications modern.
The resolution stated "whereas the
credit union provides a valuable service to the students of this university
and this equipment is absolutely
necessary to their operation."
The resolution was sponsored by
VPFA Dreher and vas passed by a
wide majority.
Also passed was a resolution
allocating S1,500 to the public relations department of student government to cover costs for advertising in
The Daily Maine Campus, flyers, and
a newsletter.
The Sophomore Owl Society was
granted S43I for COvff costs for its
programs for the freshitiiinillan.
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Mu Epsilon
Puzzle Answer

v.itl

Had the first two persons been
wearing maize hatiCihilhird would
have known that their hat was blue.
Knowing that the first two were
not maize, if the first person was
searing maize, the second person
would have known that-that bar was
bItSince the second person did not
know the color, that means the first
person was wearing blue
Note: Anyone wishing to submit a
puzzle for the Pr Mu Epsilon Puzzle
corner, please send ideas to Rhonda
at the Daily Maine Campus.
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-- The Daily. Maine Campus. Wednesday. Februsiiw 15, 1909.
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.i0-1 Bears
to face BU

Dorsey and
won, but are
over.
said. "i exturnout, but
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don't send
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the Fair Elec.
ittee stressed
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yet to be

With the what-ifs and what-mighthave-beens securely behind them the
University of Maine Black Bean took
the ice on this Valentine's Day.
No flowers, candy or cards here.
In fact, the closest thing to Cupid
and his arrows was UMaine coach
Shawn Walsh and his sharp tongue
and that's not real close.
"C'mon, Scotty, you've gotta
shoot that puck quicker than
that," shouted the Bear boss to
freshman Scott Pellerin. "We've gotta have those shots.'
Though by mid-February all these
late afternoon practice sessions run
together in the memory, this week
things arc different. Call it what you
want. Intensity. Focus. Sense of purpose. Whatever.
This is the weekend that as circled on the calendar last August,
maybe earlier. February 17, 7:00pm
at Boston College. February 19, 2:00
pm at Boston College.
This is the sseekend that would
decide the Hockey East regular
season champion. Everybody was
sure of it..
But a couple of weeks ago things
looked ,considerably easier for
UMaine, at least. Most fans (and
pos.sibly_piayers and coaches. ton)
figured that with a pair of sweeps versus doormat's UNH and Lowell, the
Black Bears would need only to split
at BC's shiny, new Silvio Conte
Forum.
But thatsrastwo weeks and a pair
of unexpected Io.se
o. NOIN
UMaine must swap. And Chestnut
Hill has never been a relaxing
weekend getaway even for the best
teams in college hockey.
If only these games could be played
with 4500 UMaine fans raising the
roof at Alfond Arena like they did in
the Bears'6-3 victory on January 3rd.
But practice goes on. There's
David Capuano with screaming Slap
shot from__the_MOI. AAdllob Beati
with quick, deft poke check. And
Bob Corkum ringing a shot off the
post. And Mike Barkley with a ccbound. And...
But then there's senior defenseman
Vince Gutdotti with a bag of ice bulg- .
ing .out on his left shoulder. And
Mario Thyer gingerly skating his
broken leg back into shape. And
some 90 games missed due to injuries.
But this is not the time to whine
(set VALENTINE page 10)
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by Kim Thibeau
Staff Writer
The University of Maine women's
basketball team will take a 10-1
Seaboard Conference standing into
Boston University this evening when the
Black Bears face the Terriers.
The Terriers hold a 6-4 conference
record after dropping a 58-55 decision
toaturd
the U
_ New Hampshire last
—sityo_f_
atyliver
BU Mndl
a.
it
in t& Overall
standings. UMaine's 36-43 win over the Terriers
on Jan. 21—
,eras the first victeiniuggrrent eight-game winning streak for the
Black Bears.
With •only three games remaining in
the season, including tonight's game, the
Black Bears have a hold on the top spot
in the conference. --UMaine presently has a 16-7 overall
record, after a slow 2-4 at the beginning of the season.
The Terriers' offense is led by Laura
Boettcher and Andrea Ashuck, who are
averaging over 11 points a game.
Lynn Bay and Ashuck are the Terriers
to watch on the boards. Both average six
rebounds a game, evenly distrbuted between offensive and defensive ends of the
court.
BU is also very - proficient from the
foul line where the Terriers'are shooting
is connect on more than 68 percent.
If sophomore Rachel Bouchard, who
leads the Black Bears in scoring and rebounding, can score three points
_tonight, she will have reached the
500-point mark for this season.
Bouchard averages over 21 point a
game and is among the league's leaders
with 13.7 rebounds per contests. She
also leads the team with 37 blocked
shots.
Leading the team in assists is point
guard Cathy laconeta. She has 109 to
date. giving her an average of four per
game.
laconeta also leads the Black Betas in
the steal category with 49.
Freshman Carrie Goodhue has also
been playing very well as oflate and waa___

Sophomore Rachel Bouchard of the UMalae basketball team drives for a strong
lay-up in a game pla)ed earlier this season.
named Seaboard Conference Rookie of
the Week for the second time this
scason. •
Goodhue is the Black Bears' second
strongest free throw shooter at 74.2 percent. The leading scorer from the foul
e fotr UMaine is
Ellis with 84.6
percent
Cen
Dee
The Black Bears overall are shooting
over 40 percent from the field and 67
percent from the line.
Maine's last two regular season games
will be played at the Bangor Auditorium
against conference rivah Central Connecticut State University, will face
UMaine on Feb. 19 and New Hampshire
comes to town for the Black Bears
season finale on Feb. 26.

n, Givens divorced
LOS ANGELES(AP)— The divorce
divorce by mutual consent without
of heavyweight boxing champion Mike
stringent residency requirements and
Tyson and actress Robin Givens was
with only one party haying to be in the
made official Tuesday, Valentine's Day,
country, lawyers said.
in the Dominican Republic, according
"Mike went to the Dominican
to Givens' attorncy.
Republic because Robin was unavailable
Tyson, 22, and Ms. Givens, 24, were
due to her acting commitments in Los
married just over a year. They wed Feb.
Angeles." Hersh said. "Robin signed
.O88. in Chicago after the Tiself • the Settlement documents last week. The
Basketball Association All-Star me,
whole thing was resolved."
which Tyson attended, and then remarMs. Givens said in a statement last
ried two days later in New York because
week that she and Tyson had an agreethey didn't have an Illinois license.
ment not -to publicly discuss the terms
Ms. Givens filed for divorce Oet-lin
of the divorce. Her New.York attorney,
California, but the action was dismissRaoul Felder, has said that basically Ms.
ed a week later, said Neal Hersh, Ms.
Givens would keep her possessions and
Givens attorney. Prior to Tuesday's acTyson "will keep what is his."
tion, a divorce case was pending in New
Tyson will defend his heavyweight
Jersey, where Tyson has a home.
crown at the Las Vegas Hilton Hotel on
That venue was abandoned in favor
Feb. 25 against Frank Bruno of Great
of the Carribbean nation, which allows
Britain.

Measles game
will be played
from staff and wire reports
Despite a threat of measles, the
University of Maine oleo's basketball
team will play Siena College on Thursday, as scheduled, but no fans will 1-..!
allowed, according to the UMaine
athletic department.
This decision was made during a conference call brween officials from the
two schools and commissioner Stuart
Haskell of the ECAC North Atlantic
_
Conference.
The game, which was origins*
scheduled to be played in the Bangqf
Auditorium, has been moved to the
Memorial Gymnaisium, also known as
the Pit.
As part of the agreement, UMaine's
game at Siena on Feb. 23 will also be
played without fans.
iiTkid of too .Vad.-When you're
playing against the top team in the conference, you like to have everything
possible going for you." UMaine
coach Rudy Keeling said. "We'd like to
be able to have our fans there."
According to UMaine Sports Informlion Director, Len Harlow, UMaine will
offer an alternative for the Black Bear's
1,000 season-ticket holders.
'Its a revenue loss. We have a thousand season-ticket holders who will be
(see MEASLF-S page 10)
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nurse looking for total commitment-be an Air Force nurse You'll experience
exciting opportunity for professional
growth plus great benefits which
include 30 days of vocation svith pay
each year. complete medical and
dental core and much more Contoct
your Air Force recruiter today If you're
Ihe kind of person who *tints the
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wont AR Force Nursing Coll
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COLUMBIA,Mo. (AP) — Coach
Norm Stewart of third-ranked Missouri
underwent surgery Tuesday for colon
cancer and gill bladder disease and was
hospatilized in satisfactory condition.
doctors said.
Officials said Stewart, 53, will be
hospatilized for at least a week. The
eighth-winningest active Oosich in college
basketball. Stewart collapsed last Thursday with bleeding data the wake of
Missouri's first violation scandal.
The team, 21-4 heading into Tuesday
night's game at Iowa State, continued
under the direction of assistant coach
Rich Daly. Whether Stewart will be able
to return this season as coach remained
unknown.
"During the evaluation of the source

of the gastro-intestinal bleeding, it was
found that Norm Stewart was suffering
from gall bladder disease and cancer of
the _colon," a Columbia Regional
Hospatil news release said.
"Surgery was performed to remove
boththe cancerous tumor and the diseased gall bladder. The surgery ws successful and Coach Stewart toletaied the
procedure well.
"He is currently in satisfactory condition and treatment for his ulcer disease
continues. He will remain hospatilized
for at least one week."
The daY before Stewart collapsed, his
senior assistant, Bob Sundfold, was
suspended with pay pending an internal
inversigation into allegations concerning
former Missouri player P.J. Mayes.
The NCAA first said it would await

an internal investigation by the school
before checking out the situation. But
an NCAA investigator spent several
hours interviewing Mayes' mother at her
home in Cincinnati over the weekend.
The NCAA.probe and Stewart's illness are only the latest in a string of setbacks and controversies overshadowing
what many believe is the beat team in
Stewart's 22 years as Missouri's coach.
His wife, Virginia Stewart, has
undergone two major operations this
month and was hospatilized last Thursday whak Stewart first fell .11
Earlier in the season. Stewart got into a controversy with a St. Louis
Dispatch reporter over remarks which
the reporter construed as threatening to
his 1-year-old son.

Classified ads get results!

*Measles

HELP WANTED
ARTIST
Cartoon and wash drawings
First class man wanted. Steady Kansas
City Slide Co. 1015 Central t This ad
pieced in the Kamm City Star on JAM. 19.
1920 was answeitedlbri Wall OieflT
9ne carteej_wg job
A HIGH-GRADE YOUNG MAN for office
position requiring some bookkeeping
experience A fine opportunrty for right
anohcant. Frank Swan 404 Harrison
(The ad, placed by A C Sperkplug Co .
in the Flint. Michigan Journal, April 23.
1914, was answered by liarlowe Curtice.
later President of General Motors I

WATCHMAKIBI web regimes who can
furniehillIOTICINIIIIIS, aliialingle and
asiarrsessurred. T-39 Dalturroww—IThis
ad ammo by Richard Sams in 0401190
----081v-Plaws Apr* 1. 1887. was answered
W Alvah Roebuck.'
MEN wanteirfor•hazardoui- journey
Small wages, bitter cold, constant
danger. safe 'rum doubtful Honor and
e•COgnftIOn in case of success Address,
E.H. Shaeidaten. Boil 100 (This Brrtish
,io
L nrikg!
tr
ciasefied ad appeared in 1900, sr
man for Antarctic expedition -E
Shackleton was swamped with apple:atom I

For mere informstion:
confect the Mortising Deportment et 581-1273.
---7SC,C3t7s1r3C-IC14=0GX

offered a single-game ticket to the
Maine-UCLA baseball game in May in
Orono," Harlow said.
Siena has already been forced to sit
out scheduled games against Colgate

(ceatheaed front page 9)

and Brooklyn College due to a measles
problem at the school. One Siena player
has Measles, according to school officials. At least 20 miser students have
come down with measles, officials said.

eValentine
about injuries and talk of bad luck.
The Eagles don't care. They
remember a certain team that won
the conference in less-than-modest
fashion just a year ago.
It's Hockey -1tast championship
time.
No excuses. Just a couple of

Iconlinued

from

page 91

hockey games between a couple of
the nation's best.
Michael Bourque is a senior journalism majorfrom Farmingdale, ME
who admits that he once played
quarters with kitty Dukahs and John
Tow.
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Read the Sports Pages
And stay ahead of the gam
SOAR TO NEW HEIGHTS
You want a career where the sky is your limit
and you are in control.
Become an Air Traffic Control Specialist...
You'll take off for career heights never before
imagined.

•

1:rye Scquirio Faminvef-feRs
you AuttieNtic ItaliaN CUiSiNe.
ttaliaN ANtipastos - Pasta.
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You'll have a career with a tomorrow because
today's aviation world is Constantly expanding.
Enjoy a career with salaries uo to $60K-plus,
generous vacation, and excellent retirement.

MEETING
ROOMS
AVAJLABLE

SUMMER TIME
OUTDOOR PATIO
A VAILABLE

A college degree in any major, work
experience, or a combination of college and
work will qualify.
Send your name and address on a postcard for
- an apptication-nore information to:
Federal Aviation Adminkstration
Dept: AP6
P.O. Box 26650
Oklahoma City, OK 73126

HOURS:
-41-a.m. - 10 p.m.
Monday - Friday
Saturday - Sunday 4:30 p.n. - 10 p.m.

CALL AHEAD FOR TAKE-OUT SERVICE
Ile
735 MAIN STREET
I
k. A
.•
942-1240

An Equal Opportunty Employer

Discover Today's FAA
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Austin
'LOS ANGELES — When Tracy
Austin rejoins the women's professiohal
tennis tour as a singles player in 1989
(the decision has already been made but
no target date set), she will have an extremely tough act to follow -- her own!
Until 1983, when she quit the tour
because of the marquee names of pro_
tennis, as much of a drawing card IS
Chris Evert or Martina Navratilova. She
was a terrific young player, and a smart
one as well. Her powers of concentration were amazing, and het iwo-fisted
backhand as effective as Evert's.
When Tracy won the US Open singles
championship from Evert in 1979, she
was only 16 years old, the youngest ever
to hold that title.
Only a year later, she became the
youngest tennis player, male or female,
ever to reach the SI million mark in
career earnings. And when she took over
the No. I spot in the women's computer
ratings on April 7, 1980, she was the
first to break the Evert-Navratilova
domination since 1975.
What tennis fans want to know is if
Austin. now 25 but still looking as
though she escaped from a Frankie
Avalon-Annette Funicello movie set,
can make it all the way back to the top.
I put this question to her at a tennis
exhibition at the Los Angeles Foram,
where she ana John Lloyd teamed up to
beat Peanut Louie and Pete Sampras in
a mixed doubles match before the main
attraction, a sit gies shootout between
Navratilova and Even.
What I got in eply;though, wasul_
exactly an answei but kind of an offhand remark that she is going to give
it everything she's got. Oh, she is serious
all right, except that she doesn't seem to
want the public to know how serious.
"I'm not in the computer rankings
anymore, and since I haven't played

the tennis circuit
singles against anyone on the tour in five
years, I don't know where I am in my
comeback," Austin explained. "All I
know is that I feel great, and that I'm
having fun. But to say I'm 80 percent
of what I used tobe, or 60percent, well,
1 wouldn't want 10 speculate on that
because I don't really 1140±iy.
"Most of my tennis since I decided
last summer to start playing seriously
again has been in doubles, which I never
played that much of before," she
observed. -"1- picked doubFis because
playing with a partner isn't as demanding,. because I didn't wait to rush
anything, and because it just Setilied the
best way to go.
"I mean when you're tied -5 in the
third set of a singles match. yot 're really
pushing. You are strictly on your own.
You don't have a partner and scmetimes
stamina becomes a problem. ltut 'that
same situation in doubles doesr 't seem
like anything."
While few people may remet iber it
now, Austin and her brother Jot n Won
the Wimbledon mixed doubles title in
1980.
Chiscia-ire, Tracy wal know more
about her singles possibilities aftcr she
plays a series of February exhibition
matches against Natalia Zvereva of the
Soviet Union in Canada. ler f
here is that if things go well in Canada,
Austin, who has spent much of her time
away from tennis simply enjoying
friends, will be back on the tour in
March, and at least thinking of
Wimbledon. She is already working
again under her former tennis instructor, Robert Lansdorp.
Asked if she thought the women's pro
tour was the same as when she left it five
ycars ago, Austin replied: "When I
stopped playing the tour, the big names
were still Chris Evert and Martina
Navratilova. They were usually the two

players you had to beat. But now it
seems to be Steffi Grars time. Actu.dly, in terms of outstanding players, I
don't think the top of the tour is all th st
different. .
'"Where the changes hiivetaken Once,'
I think, are with the girls who are
computer-ranked between, say, 35 ant
50. There are a lot better players aroun I
today than what_you used to find at that
level. Now they often win when the:.
aren't supposed to, making the firs
round of every major tournament a lot
tougher that it used to be."
If Austin's comeback embraces the
same things that made her so strong as
a teen-age star, fans can again look for
a player who is all steely concentration
and two-fisted backhands.
At least stylistically, Tracy will probably always be an Evert look-alike, except that she often likes to come to the
net in search of opportunities to volley.
Austin's ground strokes have always
been right out of a textbook, and she is
constantly moving her opponents
around. But she is also the type of player:
who is willing to take some risks in
hopes of ending games quickly rather
than let them drag on interminably.
In wishing Tracy many happy returns-of the day, no matter when she decides
to go back on the pro tour, I can't help
but remember how at age 13 she whip,
ped the most famous tennis hustler of,
them all Bobby. Riggs!
"I think what frustrated me more
than anything during the past five years
was driving past the Forum in Inglewood almost every day on the way to
my physical therapy classes," Tracy
told me. "It make me want to play in
every tennis tournament advertised on
the Forum's marquee."
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To qualify for Warrant Officer
Flight Training, you'll need a

high school diploma, and pret_ttably two years of college.
Then you must complete Arms
Basic Training before going to
flight school. When you've
completed flight training,,,xxi
could have the wings of an
Army aviator.
To find out more about
Warrant(Nticer Right Training, contact your local Army
Recru'iter.
can 942-9165
Bangor Recruiting Station
ARMt
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Aiuncheon Discussion Series
The Latin American Sanctuary
Movement in the USA: The
Modern Underground Railroad
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by Lisa Cline
Staff Writer
Students at the University of Maine
can make a difference provided they are
willing to get involved, student senator
Bill Kennedy Jr. said Tuesday.
You can get things done on this
--campus." Kennedy said. "It just
depends on how much yOu want it."
Thomas Aceto, s ice president for Adm i nist ration. agreed, saying persistence
is the key to getting things done.
"You have to convince people that
you are really serious about what you
»ant to accomplish." Aceto said.
Kennedy and Aceto's lecture, "Cutting Through the Red Tape: Working

15, 1989.

gets things done,speakers say
With Bureaucracy," was the first in a
series on leadership development.
Speaking to about 20 people in the
Bangor Lounge, Kennedy said it is important that students take their concerns
to the administration.
"If students don't get involved, the
administration won't ever hear their
concerns," he said. "(The administration) would be floating around in the
dark."
Kennedy also said students should not
hesitate to contact the student government office when they have a concern
they think should be addressed.
Because of a student's initiative last
week, he said, a patch of ice in front of
Neville Hall was cleared away.

After one person fell on the ice, the
student made a phone call to a university official and "in one-half of an hour,
it was gone," Kennedy said.
"All you have to do is take the initiative, and you can have an effect."
he said.
Aceto said another key to getting
things accomplished is for students to
t&k.tha concerns to the right people.

"People are important," he said.
"You have to know who are the key
people who can get done what you want
to get done."
Students should also know something
about the operational structure of the
university, Aceto said. By knowing the
proper channels to go through, students
speed up the process of finding a solution, he said.
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General Stu s ent Senate
announces:
Remember to vote to AV the empty slots.
Off-campus senators

EV Ackerman
John Dearden
Melissa Johnson
Harold Kamanyi

Stavros Mendros
Jessica Loos
Mike Scott

Scott Thomas
‘AySi la
Finn

1-1

C

u rtis Stone

*

Gary Fogg
Beth Bryant
Bonnie Gould
Alexander Dinapob

On-campus senators
Bill Kennedy
UNFILLED
UNFILLED• _
UNFILLED
UNFILLED
David McGowan
UNFILLED
Ronald Meldnan
Chad Crabtree

Androscoggin Hall
Aroostook Hall
Balentine, Chadbourne, Colvin, Estabrooke
Corbett, Oak, Hart, Hannibal_Hamlin Hall
Cumberland-Wall
Dunn Hall •
Gannett Hall
Hancock Hall

UNFILLED
1),nvn Bonvie
Gary Atwood
UNFILLED ..
Owisht Doisey
Maureerg
UNFILLED
Robert Bailow
Thomas Palmer
Jim Moorhead

Kennebec Hall
Knox Hall
Oxford Hall -Penobscot, Stodder Hall
Somerset Hall
-1Y-Lork Hall,-York Villase
Fraternity
University College

Come see how we moke a difference for you:

The General Student Senate is located hi WO Nutting Hilt
and meets eve Tuesda at 6:00
4
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